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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t
Public  acquisition  and expropriation  are  the  feasibilities  of  the  state  or local  governments  to acquire  real
property,  where  the  increased  benefit  for the  society  is  legally  recognized.  In  spite of  the commitment
of  market  economies  to the  inviolability  of private  property,  both  approaches  are  well  known  in  market
economies  and  are  topics  of several  international  discussions.  In  particular  this  has  been of  importance
in  the  former  planned  economies,  where  private  ownership  has  become  a fundamental  issue.  The  rules
concerning  compulsory  transfers  of  real property  are  different  among  the  countries,  but  similar  in  con-
cept. The  dissimilarities  can  be found  in  the  conditions  on  which  transfers  are carried  out and  in relation
to  compensation  assigned  to the  property  owner.  This  paper  reviews  the  possible  ways  of real  property
acquisition  with  the  stated  purpose  of establishing  public  benefit  in  Slovenia.  The  first  step  in the  process
of real  property  acquisition  for  the  public  benefit  in  Slovenia  is real property  purchase,  where  an  agree-
ment  for  compensation  is to be achieved.  Expropriation  is  used  as  the  last  resort  where  a  real  property  is
acquired  without  the  consent  of  its  owner  and  the  compensation  is  usually  based  on  the  economic  loss
as the  direct  effect  from  the  real  property  acquisition.
© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Introduction20
The development of the modern society requires government21
provision, at the state, regional or local levels, of public infrastruc-22
ture and facilities that ensure safety and prosperity of life, economic23
progress and social welfare, compatible with sustainable develop-24
ment and environmental protection guidelines. An early step in25
the process is the acquisition of appropriate land or other kinds of26
real properties, which is the obligation of public institutions (FAO,27
2008). For the purpose of public interest, the government cannot28
rely on real property markets alone to ensure that real property is29
acquired when and where it is needed for the greater good. It is30
possible that the owner of the relevant real property is not eager31
to participate in any kind of transaction. In such cases, when there32
are no alternative locations available, the legal system empowers33
the state or local community to exercise the expropriation proce-34
dure in order to support and achieve the desired public benefit. In35
this paper, the term of expropriation is to be understood also as36
compulsory acquisition, compulsory purchase or eminent domain.37
However, many countries worldwide assume that the state or local38
governments should attempt to purchase the required real prop-39
erty in good faith before the power of expropriation is used.40
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Land right issues and their influence on political and economic 41
reality have made the recognition of the right to land as a human 42
right very complicated. Currently, land rights as a human right are 43
described as components of the right to an adequate standard of 44
living, which entails the right to adequate housing, and the right to 45
adequate food. Land rights are also linked to the right to property, 46
including the right not to be arbitrarily deprived of one’s prop- 47
erty (Westman, 2008). Recognizing the utmost importance of land, 48
the right to real property needs to be emphasized and treated as 49
a human rights issue. However, the land right is not an absolute 50
right. The land right and all other tenure rights are limited by the 51
rights of others and by the measures taken by states that are nec- 52
essary for public purposes. Such measures must be determined by 53
law, solely for the purpose of promoting general welfare, includ- 54
ing environmental protection and consistent with states’ human 55
rights obligations (FAO, 2012). For these reasons, the execution of 56
an expropriation is strongly related to the human rights that are 57
implemented on the constitutional level as the formal security of 58
private property. On the European level, the European Convention 59
on Human Rights introduces three principal provisions that con- 60
cern private property: protection of private possessions, provision 61
for a fair trial, and protection of a right with respect to a home. 62
Consequently, the topic of expropriation, compulsory purchase, has 63
been the subject of several international discussions and publica- 64
tions in the last decade (see Viitanen and Kakulu, 2008; FAO, 2008; 65
Kalbro et al., 2008; Hopfer et al., 2010). Compulsory dispossession 66
of real property should be well balanced between the public inter- 67
ests and the protection of private property of citizens on the other 68
0264-8377/$ – see front matter ©  2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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hand. The assurance of such balance must be formally enacted in69
the legal framework. Such procedures should be, according to FAO70
(2008),  based on the fact that the forced conveyance of real property71
ought to be implemented only in the cases when the public ben-72
efit is evident, congruent with spatial planning acts, and no other73
solution is available.74
The acquisition of title for the public benefit means an official75
conveyance of real property rights from an individual physical or76
juridical subject to the public institution in general. In the contem-77
porary context it can also be implemented as the establishment of78
public easements, or even, in some special cases, as the encum-79
brances in favour of private companies (Kalbro, 2007). Generally,80
expropriation is a forced sale of real property in accordance with81
either an eminent-domain order or an order for a judicial sale aris-82
ing from non-payment of duties (Garner, 1999). The circumstances83
for an expropriation, compulsory purchase, or restriction of individ-84
ual ownership rights through easements in favour of public interest85
noticeably vary among the legal systems, but some common cases86
can be outlined (Denyer-Green, 2005; Ferlan et al., 2009):87
- An expropriation for the public benefit is carried out when the88
new usage of the real property will gain increased merit for the89
community in comparison to the existing private one. Such an90
expropriation should be executed in accordance with the plan-91
ning regulations and with reasonable compensation to the owner.92
The repayment is usually based on the assumed market value93
of the real property and should also cover some collateral out-94
lay. The expropriation is carried out in the context of important95
infrastructural projects, for example traffic networks, electric-96
ity generation and transmission, water supply, sewage disposal,97
telecommunication facilities, hospitals, schools, etc.98
- An expropriation caused by the insufficient maintenance of a real99
property, such as: ruination of buildings, destruction of historic,100
cultural or natural monuments and pollution of the environment.101
- An expropriation for the prevention or reparation of damage102
caused by natural disasters and other common threats.103
- A compulsory purchase (at auction) of a real property is caused104
by insolvent duties of its owner, such as bankruptcy, mortgage105
redemption, avoiding tax duties, court decision and operation of106
law.107
The main problem of the expropriation procedure for the public108
benefit is the fact that the legitimate purchaser aiming to realize a109
certain public benefit usually urgently and rapidly needs to obtain110
the selected and exactly located real property. The indirect dan-111
ger involved in such an expropriation provision comes out from112
the privileged or monopoly offer, which can cause high purchase113
price that together with the complicated administrative proce-114
dures often results in unnecessary high transaction costs (Kalbro,115
2007). International studies and discussions about acquisitions of116
real properties for the public benefit, which were carried out by117
the United Nations (UN), Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO),118
World Bank and International Federation of Surveyors (FIG), indi-119
cate the need to standardize the expropriation procedures and to120
unify the principles of fair compensation to the rightful claimant.121
The transparency and efficiency of such methods, low transac-122
tion costs, short time period and fair compensation are especially123
emphasized (FAO, 2008, 2012; Viitanen and Kakulu, 2008).124
Methodology125
In market economies the public acquisition of real property,126
including expropriation, is essential when dealing with certain127
aspects of market failure. This includes the need to facilitate128
the provision of public goods such as infrastructure and utility129
networks. The formal realization of a transparent expropriation 130
case requires that the basic principle of increased public benefit is 131
justified and published by the public authority. An expropriation 132
or limitation of ownership by easements is acceptable if the 133
necessity of the relevant public interest is evident and justified. 134
The gained public benefit should be transparent and comparable 135
to the loss caused to the private ownership. In different countries, 136
the development of the real property acquisition for the public 137
benefit has been influenced by the tradition and legislation. For 138
these reasons a particular importance of real property acquisition 139
for the public benefit is to be stressed in the case of (former) transi- 140
tional countries. In spite of the commitment to the inviolability of 141
private property, these countries have had to develop compulsory 142
purchase procedures (see Grover et al., 2008; Hopfer et al., 2010). 143
Furthermore, the real property acquisition for the public benefit 144
is dependent on the land administration system. Slovenia, as a study 145
case of this discussion, has a similar land administration system and 146
transaction procedures comparing to the other countries formed 147
from the former Austro-Hungarian Empire (dual system of real 148
property registration – the Land Cadastre and the Land Registry). In 149
these countries, an expropriation procedure usually balances the 150
interest between the public, the common good, and the interest 151
of the particular owner of the land. Expropriation means the tak- 152
ing of a right (typically ownership of land) without the consent of 153
the owner in the public interest, and against compensation (see Q3 154
Navratil and Frank, 2008). 155
In Slovenia, similar to other countries in transition, compulsory 156
purchase of real property for the public benefit has been affected 157
by transition to the market economy in the past two decades. 158
The institutions of real property public acquisition and expropria- 159
tion, being introduced due to public interest, have been developed 160
according to the new Constitution, which permits and protects pri- 161
vate ownership, as stipulated by the requirements of the European 162
Convention of Human Rights. An overview of the existing legal 163
framework is crucial to the understanding and international com- 164
parison of real property acquisition for the public benefit. For this 165
reason, the Slovenian legal background in real property registration 166
and expropriation is presented, where the procedures of real prop- 167
erty acquisition for the public interest are dissected in more detail 168
and graphically represented. Here, the Unified Modelling Language 169
(UML) has been used, which was developed in the mid-nineties and 170
was adopted by the Object Management Group (OMG) as standard 171
in 1997, and has been already used to describe land related systems 172
and procedures (see Sˇumrada, 2006; Ferlan et al., 2007; Lisec et al., 173
2007). The UML  was  originally designed for modelling software- 174
intensive systems, but nowadays it is a formal general-purpose 175
visual modelling language that is designed to be independent of 176
any development methodology (Eriksson et al., 2004). 177
Real property ownership in Slovenia 178
In the traditional concept of the ownership system, a real prop- 179
erty is understood as a land unit (a land parcel) and all permanently 180
attached things (fixtures), such as buildings and utilities. During the 181
socialist period this basic principle was neglected in Slovenia partly 182
by the overruling social ownership in urban zones and partly also 183
in rural areas. However, the Slovenian particularity when compar- 184
ing to the other Eastern European countries was that the prevailing 185
small farms (with approximately 10 ha of arable land) were never 186
fully nationalized. Most of them survived also under the social- 187
ist regime, despite the unfavourable regulatory regime and policy 188
measures, such as the constitutional restriction on the maximum 189
farm size (Lisec et al., 2008). As early as in 1980 the role of social Q4 190
ownership was lessened by the Basic Property Law Relations Act 191
(1980).  After the declaration of independence in 1991, the Basic 192
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Property Law Relations Act was introduced into the new Slovenian193
legal system. Not earlier than in 2002, the Law of Property Code194
(2002) enacted the ownership rights and encumbrances on real195
properties, which represent the entire legal framework for the real196
property management (Tratnik, 2002). The principle of superficies197
solo cedit became the basic guidance of real property legislation,198
including the establishment and conveyance of property rights.199
This process resulted in the new definition and role of real property,200
which is a spatially defined unit of Earth’s surface (land unit) with201
all permanent things (fixtures) attached to it (Law of Property Code,202
2002). All other things are defined as movables. The only exceptions203
to the prevailing principle of superficies solo cedit are the right of204
superficies (building right on land plot) and divided co-ownership205
of the common parts (i.e. condominium). A right of superficies is the206
right to own a built structure above or beneath the land or other207
immovable of the third person.208
The basic right on land parcel is the ownership, which, in accor-209
dance with the Slovene legislation, means the right to possess, use,210
enjoy and fully dispose of it. The restrictions on usage, enjoyment211
and disposal can only be determined by law. The ownership can be212
partly restricted by public interests and also by other private con-213
cerns, which is common for the majority of European countries.214
The Slovene Constitution (Constitution of the Republic of Slovenia,215
1991) specifies that the different real property rights and restric-216
tions are defined by the legal system, so that their economic, social217
and ecological roles are supported. The ownership rights on real218
property can be obtained by:219
- Legal transaction,220
- Inheritance,221
- Legal prescription by law where adverse possession and provision222
by public authority are the most important.223
Acquisitions of property rights by transactions and by inheri-224
tance are the most common cases. The least frequent is the case225
where the ownership of land or parts of buildings is obtained by226
adverse possession (legal prescription by law). The provision of227
public authority is the case when the transfer of property rights228
is caused by a public acquisition based on the agreement or an229
expropriation. In any case, property rights and any encumbrances230
must be officially registered in the Land Registry in order to ensure231
legal protection. The Slovene Constitution also specifies that any232
real property ownership right could be revoked or limited due233
to the public interest, with the provision of compensation under234
conditions established by law. Expropriation is the most extreme235
form of carrying out the public interest. It can be executed only236
in accordance with the legislation with a fair compensation or237
by an appropriate exchange of comparable real properties. The238
circumstances for a public acquisition or expropriation are also239
strictly defined by law. The Slovene legal system (Spatial Planning240
Act, 2007; Act regarding the sitting of spatial arrangements of241
national significance in physical space, 2010) in general prescribes242
the acquisition of real property for the public benefit or limitation243
of an individual ownership only as:244
- An acquisition of real property based on the agreement,245
- An expropriation (compulsory purchase) and246
- Temporary easements for the public benefit.247
The procedures behind these acquisition possibilities fall248
into the domain of administrative law (General Administrative249
Procedure Act, 2006) and, in particular, the last two tend to be250
entangled, costly and mostly involving very long proceedings. They251
are carried out by the appropriate public authorities and later also252
by court authorities. The sensitive decision in all of these cases is253
the assessment of a fair compensation, which should be unbiased254
and derived from the market value, preferably appraised by the 255
proficient real property appraiser. The estimated value of a real 256
property concerned should be acceptable to all the parties involved 257
and sufficient to cover the transaction and procedural costs. 258
Procurement of real property for the public benefit in 259
Slovenia 260
Acquisition of real property based on the agreement 261
When purchasing a real property on the free market the public 262
interest does not need to be proven. The purchase price should be 263
settled by the demand and supply principle in agreement with the 264
seller, but it can also be biased owing to the special circumstances of 265
such transaction. The buyer on the free market has the opportunity 266
to negotiate the purchase price, not being prepared to pay more for 267
the selected real property as would be the price for a property of 268
similar characteristics and preference. When acquiring real proper- 269
ties for the public benefit the focus is often on selected land or other 270
real property. Such circumstances put the owner in a much stronger 271
position. The ownership of the selected real property should be con- 272
veyed in a reasonably short period and as a result the negotiations 273
about the purchase price are complicated and sensitive. If the nego- 274
tiations about the price or any other possible compensation, such as 275
exchange of appropriate real properties, are not fruitful, the process 276
of expropriation is exercised. According to the Slovene legislation 277
an expropriation is possible in the following cases (Spatial Planning 278
Act, 2002, 2007): 279
1. Construction or renewal of public utility structures and 280
networks, and within land consolidation projects; 281
2. Construction, renovation or removal of real properties or land 282
needed for the national defence system, national support 283
reserves, safety of citizens or public property, and for protection 284
against natural hazards; 285
3. Construction, renovation or removal of real properties or land 286
needed for public services in the fields of education, science, 287
health care, social protection, etc.; 288
4. Construction, renovation or removal of real properties or land 289
needed for council flats or non-profit dwellings; 290
5. On the basis of other legislation prescribing the takeover or cur- 291
tailment of private ownership: 292
- monitoring of environmental protection (Environmental 293
Protection Act, 2006), 294
- protection or preservation of natural monuments or for setting 295
up natural protected areas (Nature Conservation Act, 2003), 296
- protection or preservation of cultural monuments (Cultural 297
Heritage Protection Act, 2008), 298
- acquisition, transition or concession of mining rights (Mining Act, Q5 299
1999), etc. 300
In the process of real property acquisition for the public ben- 301
efit based on the agreement or in the expropriation procedure 302
the selling of a whole parcel can be enforced or, alternatively, 303
the required real property is formed by subdivision. For each real 304
property the following has to be acquired: land use certificate, 305
Land Cadastre data, and Land Registry data. Along with spatial 306
planning documents these documents testify the status of the 307
real properties involved. In the case of the subdivision procedure 308
for the public benefit, the absence of formally invited owners or 309
tenants, or their disagreement about the establishment of new 310
boundaries do not obstruct or hinder the formation of any new 311
parcel in the cadastral procedure or Land Registry inscription. 312
After the required subdivision of real properties is completed, 313
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Fig. 1. UML  diagram of real property acquisition process in Slovenia for the public benefit – the case of a sale contract.
the owners of the real properties concerned receive the purchase314
proposal or the exchange offer of substitute real properties. The315
investor/beneficiary must inform all property owners about the316
public interest, subdivision plan, their rights and compensation317
options. All property owners are also invited to attend presenta-318
tions and discussions, where each owner is informed about the319
relevant details, such as the circumstances of the process, public320
benefit, sale contract, subdivision details, and the assessed value of321
the real properties involved. When the sale contract is processed,322
certain obstacles may  emerge, caused by the unsettled registration 323
of titles in the Land Registry (Fig. 1). Such cases are, for exam- 324
ple, complex inheritance procedures, which generally prolong the 325
process of real property expropriation for the public benefit. 326
According to the Real Property Transaction Tax Act (2006),  327
any real property purchase contract must be forwarded to the 328
Tax Administration of the Republic of Slovenia. Real property 329
transactions for public benefit are tax-exempt. In the case of agri- 330
cultural land the authorized public authority must, according to the 331
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Agricultural Land Act (2011), approve such legal transactions for the332
public benefit without the otherwise mandatory public offer and333
auction. If any public authority may  put into effect its pre-emption334
rights, it should also attest the withdrawal of any pre-emption (see335
Lisec et al., 2007; Lisec and Drobne, 2009). All the documents men-336
tioned must be legally verified by a notary. In the case of a settled337
sale of a real property for the public benefit the formation of the338
agreed sale price is the main issue. If the owner accepts the formal339
offer, the purchase contract can be signed and legally verified by a340
notary. The signed and verified sale contract must be registered in341
the Tax Administration system and in the Land Registry (Fig. 1).342
Real property valuation and compensation343
In the case of real property acquisition for the public benefit344
based on the agreement or an expropriation the market value of a345
real property is meaningful. The value of a real property can also be346
defined in terms of its applicability or usefulness and such approach347
is typically biased. Besides its market value one can differentiate348
between several other values of a real property, such as social,349
political, physical and aesthetic values. In the case of real property350
acquisition for the public benefit in an area within a valid spatial351
plan (which is the proof of the public interest) the certified apprais-352
ers of the construction, forestry or rural branch formally estimate353
the market value of the real properties concerned. These certified354
appraisers are professionals licensed by the Slovenian Institute of355
Auditors. They act in the market in accordance with international356
valuation and professional standards. If an appeal is made to the357
administrative court, the court has the right to obtain additional358
valuation advice from the court expert – judicial appraiser of real359
property, who is appointed by the court in the field of real property360
valuation.361
In the past the valuation of real properties in Slovenia was based362
on vague administrative procedures, but nowadays the following363
market approaches are typically used for an evaluation:364
- The cost approach is based on the principle of substitution. The365
appraiser determines the approximate replacement cost of a new366
property functionally equivalent to the subject property.367
- The income approach estimates the rental income from a real368
property and capitalizes the income into an estimate of the cur-369
rent value.370
- The sales comparison approach approximates the competitive371
market conditions and derives the market value through the reg-372
istered market price of similar real properties.373
After the appraiser’s completion of the valuation report the374
transactor prepares the sale contract that is addressed to the legal375
owner or successor of the real property concerned. The owner376
is entitled to a fair compensation or exchange for an equivalent377
substitute real property. Besides the agreed market value the com-378
pensation ought to cover any collateral outlays caused by the379
compulsory acquisition or expropriation, such as transport costs380
and loss of income. If the owner does not agree with the appraised381
value of the real property involved, he can freely verify the pro-382
posed valuation by employing an additional appraiser of one’s own383
choice. The real property acquisition for the public benefit mostly384
refers to the cases when an owner of a real property is forced to sell385
the property while there is often no time left for marketing. In such386
cases the established price often does not come close to the market387
value of such property, this being a reflection of the extraordinary388
circumstances of the compelled sale, the shortage of time and the389
reduced demand. The technical data such as land use and location,390
are derived from the Land Cadastre or Buildings Cadastre. The com-391
parison of the permitted or existing land use, which can be found in392
the planning documents, and the future land use of a real property393
after the compulsory sale can also be used to adjust the sell price, 394
but the real property itself is generally defined for the existing use. 395
The Act regarding the sitting of spatial arrangements of national 396
significance in physical space (2010), which entered into force on 397
1 January 2012, provides for extensive changes regarding the com- 398
pensation for compulsory acquired or expropriated land and for 399
the restriction of rights on real property at erection of the major 400
national infrastructure. The most important national infrastruc- 401
tures are roads and railways, which usually cover a large area with 402
many real properties, along with many owners or co-owners. The 403
fast acquisition of the real properties for projects of national sig- 404
nificance is important and uniform rules and criteria for assessing 405
the real property values must exist. In the last decade, the Sur- 406
veying and Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia has 407
established the real property mass valuation system for all types 408
of real properties for the whole Slovenia. The system includes the 409
Real Property Market Register with free on-line access. The relevant 410
Act (Act regarding the sitting of spatial arrangements of national 411
significance in physical space, 2010), provided changes regarding 412
compulsory acquisition, expropriation, as follows: 413
1. If the owner refuses to sell the real property (acquisition based on 414
an agreement), the beneficiary of the expropriation may  fulfil its 415
obligation by depositing the compensation for the real property 416
before the court. The deposit is 150% of the estimated compen- 417
sation for the real property. With this the condition for taking 418
the real property into possession is fulfilled and it is hoped that 419
the procedure of construction of national infrastructure projects 420
will become much more efficient. 421
2. Valuations of real properties shall be carried out on behalf of the 422
investor. The Act directs the appraiser assessing the value of the 423
real property to consider the real property information and the 424
generalized market value shall be in accordance with the Real 425
Property Mass-Appraisal Act (2006),  which is registered in the 426
public database, the valuation methodology and international 427
valuation standards. 428
Substitute real property 429
The property suitable for exchange in kind can be proposed by 430
the owner or found on the real property market. In the case of 431
exchange for suitable agricultural or forest land for a farmer, for 432
whom the agricultural production is the primary economic activity, 433
the solution can be provided with the assistance of the Farmland 434
and Forest Fund of the Republic of Slovenia. When searching for 435
the appropriate real property, the owner’s requests must be con- 436
sidered. In the case of a reached agreement for exchange in kind 437
the existing owner’s conditions should not be substantially dimin- 438
ished. If the owner finds a suitable property for exchange on his 439
own, with an approximately similar value, such a real property is 440
redeemed and the title is conveyed to the owner. In the case of a 441
discrepancy in values of the exchanged real properties, the values 442
are adjusted either by additional compensation to the owner or the 443
difference is supplemented by the owner. 444
Expropriation of real property 445
If after the renewed valuation of real properties, or no later than 446
six months after the owner receives the first purchase offer, no sale 447
or supplement agreement is reached, the expropriation procedure 448
starts. The expropriation is permitted if it is in accordance with the 449
legislation, and if the greater good cannot be achieved by regular 450
purchase or suitable exchange of the needed real properties. 451
The expropriation cannot take place if the municipality or state 452
authority disposes of any suitable real properties for the same 453
purpose. The expropriated owner should be compensated by an 454
appropriate reimbursement for the seized properties while any 455
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direct or collateral damage must also be included. In accordance456
with the formally defined objectives, some owners’ rights can be457
restricted for a certain period of time by an additional servitude or458
easement enacted with a procedure similar to the expropriation.459
The expropriation procedure of real property is accomplished460
in two stages. In order to preclude any possible transactions, firstly461
all the real properties concerned are denoted in the Land Registry.462
In the next stage the expropriation provision is published, which is463
the base that enables the conveyance of titles and the registration of464
the rightful claimant in the Land Registry. No later than two  weeks465
after the formalization of the expropriation provision the parties466
involved are invited by the public authority to confirm and sign467
the compensation or the exchange agreement. If in the two-month468
period the agreement about the compensation is not achieved, any469
of the parties involved may  forward the case to the competent court470
that makes the decision in the lawsuit proceeding.471
Expropriation proposal472
The expropriation process starts when an expropriation right-473
ful claimant (beneficiary) forwards the application to the public474
authority concerned (Fig. 2). A physical or legal person owning a real475
property that is the matter of an expropriation has the liability role.476
The expropriation rightful claimant (municipal or state authority)477
can start the expropriation procedure one month after the unsuc-478
cessful attempt of purchase proposal has been terminated. The479
expropriation claim consists of:480
- The extract from the spatial planning act concerned;481
- The list of real properties indicated for the expropriation with482
data extracted from the Land Cadastre or/and Buildings Cadastre483
and Land Registry;484
- The proposed purchase contract with the formal valuation report485
and all other required documents;486
- The expropriation report with the time schedule and a detailed487
description of the proposed activities that triggered the expropri-488
ation process.489
The expropriation report contains obligatory and optional parts.490
The obligatory documents:491
- The explicit description of the expected public benefit;492
- The official statement from the municipal or state authority con-493
cerned that there are no alternative real properties available;494
- The official statement that the real properties determined for495
expropriation are in accordance with the planning documents496
concerned;497
- The list of real properties selected for expropriation with data498
extracted from the Land Cadastre or/and Buildings Cadastre and499
Land Registry;500
- If any land subdivision is needed, the plan of each subdivision is501
required.502
As optional parts of the expropriation report additional descrip-503
tions and argumentations of the planned expropriation can be504
added that can further explain the purpose of the process. Also,505
different valuation reports and their comparison can be added as506
the optional documents. The expropriated legal or physical per-507
son can also submit the claim and reasoning that there is a loss of508
reasonable economic significance in the rest of the remaining or509
subdivided parts of real properties. In such cases, the proposal that510
such remaining parts are included into the expropriation process511
can be forwarded.512
Execution of an expropriation procedure513
At the start of the expropriation procedure the public author-514
ity issues a provision along with the explanatory description and515
the formal documents from the rightful claimant. The provision 516
must also outline any other rights or obligations pertaining to the 517
real properties, such as leaseholds and mortgages. The provision 518
does not only define the expropriation procedure, but also triggers 519
the Land Registry to block any possible activities on the properties 520
involved. Such a seal in the Land Registry prevents any owner to sell, 521
subdivide, lease out or mortgage any real property included into 522
the expropriation process. As long as the expropriation procedure 523
is being executed the owner can only decide to sell the property 524
to the rightful claimant. When the formal decree is issued by the 525
court the rightful claimant gets the title on the expropriated real 526
properties. The exceptions are the cases of urgent expropriation (for 527
example in the face of natural disasters). In such cases the expro- 528
priation is instituted by a decision and there is no appeal against 529
the conveyance of title to the rightful claimant possible. The seals 530
in the Land Registry are removed and the expiration periods for the 531
start of activities are prescribed, when the rightful claimant must 532
start the operations for which the expropriation was propounded. 533
The former owner of the expropriated real property should 534
receive fair compensation or a suitable replacement in kind. The 535
compensation is based on the real property market value and it 536
includes any collateral costs caused by the expropriation process, 537
such as migration costs, reduced revenue or decreased value of the 538
remaining parts of the former property and detriment from the 539
abolished leasing contracts. No more than two weeks after the issue 540
of the expropriation provision and its legal validity the adminis- 541
trative authority summons the owner and the rightful claimant to 542
settle the transfer agreement, which must be verified by a notary. 543
The transfer agreement must stipulate the compensation amount, 544
the mode of its transfer, and the due time of the transfer process. In 545
the case of disagreement among the parties involved, the expropri- 546
ation provision becomes legally valid and the transfer of ownership 547
is carried out in the Land Registry by official duty. Such disagree- 548
ments, disputes or appeals are resolved by the administrative court. 549
If the former owner of the expropriated real property does 550
not agree with the evaluated compensation, he can appeal to 551
the administrative court, because in legal terms the expropriation 552
process is an administrative procedure. According to the Spatial 553
Planning Act (2002, 2007) at the first level such appeals are resolved 554
by the administrative authorities concerned, and at the second, final 555
level the decision is issued by the special board of the ministry com- 556
petent for spatial planning. If the expropriation rightful claimant 557
does not start the construction or other planned activities in the 558
expected period (two years), the expropriated owner can claim the 559
return of real property from the public authority concerned. If in 560
such special cases the rightful claimant and the expropriated owner 561
cannot find a solution about the return of the expropriated prop- 562
erty or about the new increased or decreased value of such property, 563
the administrative authority concerned requests a formal decision 564
from the administrative court. 565
The Act regarding the sitting of spatial arrangements of national 566
significance in physical space (2010) has brought some changes 567
regarding major national infrastructure projects, which aimed to 568
speed up land acquisition for special public purposes (only for 569
national spatial plans, at the state level) with the following pro- 570
visions: 571
- Expropriation is initiated in an administrative procedure with an 572
order and not with a decision. Against this order there is no appeal 573
possible. The administrative authority sends the order directly to 574
the Land Registry. 575
- The public benefit of the real property is proven by the state plan. 576
- An argumentation for the acquisition of the real property is 577
not necessary, but it is provided if the investor deposits before 578
the court an amount of 150% of the estimated value of the real 579
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Fig. 2. UML  activity diagram of real property acquisition and expropriation in Slovenia for the public benefit.
property. Half of the deposit is a security deposit for any damage580
caused by the emergency of the procedure.581
- As a “boost” from the Act, the owner should rather sell the real582
property than later cover the expenses of the expropriation583
procedure.584
Easements for the public benefit585
An easement, which is the right to use another’s property, or586
to exploit it for a specific limited purpose or for the public ben-587
efit, follows the same proceeding as those used in preparation of588
an expropriation. The owners of real properties are also entitled to589
compensation for the established easements if the needed spatial590
activities cause detriment to their land parcels. An easement that591
burdens the ownership right on a real property may  be permanent592
or temporarily. However, it does not give the holder the right to593
possess, take from, improve, or sell the land. Personal easements594
are not covered in this discussion, because of their different ori-595
gin and purpose. Importantly, an easement must not expand and596
it must be carried out with the minimal handicap to the servient597
tenement. A special case is the right to install utilities or other pub-598
lic improvements, or to maintain such facilities and have secure599
access to them, or to provide access to construction sites within600
or across the privately owned real property. Such easements can601
be proposed and established only by the state or municipal public602
authority, or by the concessionary company that maintains pub-603
lic utilities or other public services. Any case of easement, along604
with its concessionaire, must be registered in the Land Registry in605
order to assure its publicity; however the downside of the current606
system is that it does not require the spatial representation of the607
easement (map, sketch). If easements are not registered in the Land608
Registry, which is at present a frequent case in Slovenia, there is no609
guarantee for provision of security for public or private interests.610
Easements for the public benefit are incidental and are related to611
usage of the particular part of a real property, where an object or 612
equipment is installed on or below the ground. 613
The public authority must decide to introduce an easement 614
for the public benefit with the formal provision following simi- 615
lar legal conditions and procedures as are those required for an 616
expropriation. If an agreement on the easement contract with the 617
real property owner cannot be attained, such easement can be 618
enforced through the administrative court decree. The provision 619
for an easement or for a temporal usage for public benefit must 620
contain (similar as for the compulsory purchase): 621
- The relevant data about the real property from Land Registry and 622
from Land Cadastre and/or Buildings Cadastres; 623
- The extract from the planning document if an easement is based 624
on the planning decision; 625
- The explicit description of the public benefit concerned; 626
- The specification of time period and duration of the imposed 627
easement; 628
- The proposal for an easement contract with the specification of 629
compensation for damage, decreased value of the real property 630
or any additional loss. 631
Discussion 632
In Slovenia, real property acquisition for the public benefit can 633
take up to several years, which is the main problem of the current 634
system. Expropriation is the most severe form of property acqui- 635
sition where a real property is acquired without the consent of its 636
owner. Prior to the start of the expropriation procedure, author- 637
ities typically try to acquire the real property (or other rights) 638
through a contract and intensive negotiations with the owner. Only 639
if such negotiations fail to secure a voluntary transfer of ownership, 640
the expropriation procedure takes place. The possibility of expro- 641
priation influences the owner’s decision to negotiate a contract 642
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since there is less opportunity for appropriate compensation once643
the expropriation procedure is introduced. On the other side, the644
authorities (beneficiaries) are also in favour of achieving an agree-645
ment on the real property acquisition, due to the high transaction646
costs of an expropriation, which is also a time consuming proce-647
dure. By being aware of the weaknesses of expropriation, while,648
indeed, public infrastructure projects are usually associated with649
time limits, real property owners often see an opportunity to play650
games with the authorities. The authorities may  receive claims for651
large public compensations that are beyond legislative principles652
or lawful compensation levels. Such claims are usually refused but653
they nevertheless prolong the procedure of real property acqui-654
sition. Nevertheless, in practice the agreements for real property655
acquisition are usually achieved by overpricing, with real property656
exchange or by offering other kind of compensation (services). The657
public authorities are nowadays aware of the danger of the ascend-658
ing compensation spiral over time as a result of overpricing and659
they are trying to end this trend by offering a fixed price for the660
real property with possibilities for some additional compensation661
(for individual damage, loss of income, etc.).662
The new legislation (Act regarding the sitting of spatial663
arrangements of national significance in physical space, 2010)664
might solve the problem for infrastructure projects of national sig-665
nificance. As already said, if the real property owner refuses to sell666
the real property, the body entitled to expropriation may  satisfy667
its obligation by depositing the compensation of the real property668
before the court. With this action the condition for taking the real669
property into possession is fulfilled and it is hoped that national670
infrastructure schemes will be much more efficient.671
A challenging issue in the Slovenian system of real property672
acquisition for public benefit is also the complexity and time673
demanding transaction procedures. As illustrated in this paper,674
there are various actors involved who can, due to the opposing675
interests, delay the formal procedure. At certain stages appeals are676
possible, which are as a rule resolved at the higher court level.677
This additional feasibility can entangle and prolong the acquisition678
process.679
Conclusions680
In Slovenia any physical or legal person has a constitutional right681
to freely own real properties as a full freehold. Therefore, the real682
property acquisition for the public benefit based on the agreement683
and expropriation of real property are both noticeably intrusive684
processes that hinder private ownership. In the EU member states685
the basic condition for persuading and forcing an owner to give up686
his title or to limit his full ownership is for the uncontested purpose687
of public benefit. In Slovenia somehow, the legal principle of public688
benefit is formally not strictly defined and for these reasons the fre-689
quent appeals can slow down the procedure. In the Slovene legal690
practice the evaluation of such legal measures is vaguely deter-691
mined and its enforcement often prejudices the owners. In practice,692
such cost–benefit evaluations are derived by the principle of pro-693
portionality, while they should rather be based on the estimated694
value of public benefit, financial costs, degree of public and private695
annoyance, and collateral damage of the owners concerned. More696
often spatial conditions and other relations should be applied in697
order to settle such cases by an appropriate exchange of substi-698
tute real properties, which is, however, often not considered as a699
feasible solution.700
If we compare the discussed conveyance procedures for the701
transfer of title (an acquisition based on an agreement or an expro-702
priation) and the granting of easements for the public benefit,703
we can conclude that an agreement is a less coercive form of704
intrusion with respect to real property ownership. Real easements705
are less restrictive and a non-permanent means to attain pub- 706
lic benefits. Therefore they can be a more acceptable alternative 707
to a property owner than an expropriation. Anyhow, all the pro- 708
cedures described tend to be of long duration. In the paper we  709
deliberately omitted a more exhaustive consideration of the costs 710
involved in such procedures with respect to the various actors 711
involved (individuals and institutions). Due to the legal entangle- 712
ment, political sensibility and general length of the expropriation 713
and compulsory purchase procedures in Slovenia, and complicated 714
real easements formation for public benefit, the direct and medi- 715
ate costs of these processes are worthy of a separate, thorough 716
examination. 717
In the modern society the expropriation has become first of 718
all a solid approach of spatial policy. On the other hand, if we  719
consider the legal implication of expropriations, they can act as 720
a strong instrument supporting the protection of the environment. 721
We  should also be aware that besides their market value real prop- 722
erties manifest other values also. Nowadays, in the context of an 723
encumbered environment the public interest could be effectively 724
fulfilled through efficient acquisition of land and with exchange of 725
suitable comparable real properties instead of monetary compen- 726
sation. 727
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